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The Last Dance 
 
You loved to dance // I remember watching / you and mom moving / across the dance floor / twirling and gliding / full 
of life and love and joy / passion and intimacy // I remember standing / on the tops of your shoes / on a warm 
summer night / under the twinkling lights / circling the dance floor / being carried into and taught / the movements of 
/ the dance // I remember smiling / in relief after fearing / social catastrophe / when you invited / my girlfriends to 
dance / at my eighth grade party / It worked - the guys / gathered their courage / and finally asked us to dance / 
while you returned to / switching out the forty-fives // I remember you holding / me close, giving me your blessing / 
as you danced with me / at my wedding, then released me / into the arms of my husband // Last call came too soon / 
we were not ready to / call it a night / but the music stopped / and the band leader’s words / ‘Goodnight, / it’s time to 
go home’ / sent us our separate ways // Know that we savored / every last moment of the dance 
 
We are currently in the midst of our liturgical journey through Lent and Lent, in part, is about death.  Lent begins with 
Ash Wednesday’s command to consider that ‘You are dust and unto dust you shall return’. And during the next 40 
days we walk with Jesus as he heads inexorably towards his death in Jerusalem. 
 
Jesus seems to have known he was destined to die in Jerusalem and we know in our minds if not our hearts that we 
and those we love will die.  My ability to protect myself from the inevitable pain of death and loss was overwhelmed 
when my father died on December 28, 2014.  
 
I offer my thoughts today because I believe every Lenten journey can also be an Easter story. But while we are in 
the midst of death, Easter seems remote or even unfathomable.  If we are faithful on our Lenten journeys, though, 
resurrection, rebirth, and transformation happen. And often in unexpected ways. 
 
For me, rebirth occurred through the writing of a book of poetry about my father’s death. Had you told me at the 
beginning of 2014 that within the next 20 months, my father would die and I would publish a book of poetry, I would 
have wondered about your sanity. 
 
My journey … or how did I come to write the book? 
 
I come from a long line of story tellers being half Irish and having an Italian grandfather who told the best stories 
about his family’s immigration to the US and his childhood in Italy in the mountains above Cinque Terra. 

 
One of my favorite stories was about his father, my great-grandfather, Giovanni Batista.  Giovanni had 10 children 
whom he worked to clothe and feed during the week, and on the weekends he liked to make wine.  One Sunday 
morning he wanted to stay home from church to put up the wine.  His wife Magdalena was not happy with this not 
only because Giovanni was setting a bad example for the children but they were Catholic and it was a sin. Giovanni 
insisted, so Magdalena took the children down the mountain to church without him.  Giovanni set to work putting up 
the wine and as he finished, a storm blew in. Large, black clouds gathered, the winds blew, and CRACK, a lightning 
bolt entered the cellar and broke open the casks of wine; nothing else was touched.   And Giovanni never missed 
church again. 

 
I began writing in earnest in early 2014 due to an odd and unexpected experience. Some might say that in the 
tradition of Giovanni Batista God feels He or She has to be dramatic to catch the attention of an Arata family 
member! 
 
In January/February 2014, I was driving down Broadway on my way to work after a Wednesday Morning Reflection 
group at the Bishop Jones Center, which had stirred up feelings of confusion, unhappiness, envy, and lots of other 
negative emotions.   Not knowing what to do with these frankly ugly emotions, I offered them up in a prayer, saying 
something like, ‘What am I supposed to do with this?’ 



Now my experience is that these sorts of prayers are answered indirectly and over time. Not this time.  I heard one 
word:  WRITE. And then it felt as if all the negative emotions inside realigned themselves, like a jumbled puzzle 
rearranging itself with all the pieces where they belonged, puzzle solved.  

 
Now God speaking to me is not a common experience and, well, it was kinda creepy. The psychologist and skeptic 
in me suggested this was something from the deepest part of myself.  On the other hand,  I also recalled Ann 
Patchett’s words in This is the Story of a Happy Marriage, ‘Once you knew what God wanted from your life you 
would have to be ten kinds of fools to look the other way.’  
 
Either way I figured I’d better pay attention.  I noticed right away, that I heard ‘write’, not ‘quit your day job’ so I 
started looking for opportunities to write.  That led to my involvement in a poetry reading group and in a weekly 
poetry writing group. There on occasion I wrote about my father’s declining health. 
 
Dad went on hospice on Labor Day 2014 and I started travelling to Dallas every 2-3 weeks to spend time with him. I 
would return from my visits with images and the occasional poem; I found that writing poetry helped me to be 
present to my father as best I could in the final months of his life.  It also helped me to better understand my 
experiences during that difficult time and to find a new ‘voice’ for my feelings. 
 
At some point last Spring it occurred to me that the poems could become a book and, with the support of family and 
friends, The Last Dance: A Daughter’s Journey was published last August. 

 
The book’s title comes from a conversation with Tina Karagulian at our house about the painting for the cover of the 
book.  Tina asked what I was titling the book.  I really wasn’t sure and threw out a few half-hearted ideas for 
consideration, none of which stuck.  Alan, my husband, who claims he only understands poetry that rhymes, 
suggested ‘The Last Dance’; that sounded great but I protested that none of the poems had anything to do with 
dancing. He responded, ‘Write one’.  So I did. And Tina incorporated the idea of the dance into the painting with 
Dad’s extended hand inviting the viewer to dance. 
 
The painting really captures the essence of my dad, especially his eyes.  I love the greenery, the light shining from 
above, and the archway, which represents a family trip to my Granddaddy Arata’s birthplace and also the threshold 
from life to death.   

 
The next poem I’d like to read is about that first moment in life when we realize those we love will die. It was 
prompted by a conversation between my daughter Rachel and my dad when Rachel was a pre-schooler. Rachel 
has always been very close to her grandparents, in part because we lived with them the first two years of her life.   
 

The Arrangement 
 
Years ago / when I picked up / my daughter after a visit / Dad reported with a sly half-smile / ‘Your daughter says / 
she’s not going to get married’ // Unspoken were the words / ‘Just like her mother’ // Puzzled, I asked / ‘What else 
did you two / talk about today?’ // No longer smiling / he said, / ‘Lots of questions / about death today / she’s a 
thinker / your four year old’ // An idea was beginning to form / ‘What exactly did she say?’ // ‘She asked me if / I was 
going to die’ // ‘And you said?’ // ‘Not for a long time / not ‘til after she’s married’ // ‘Dad, she figured out / how to 
make you live forever - / she never marries, / you never die’ // It was a simple arrangement / and it almost worked 
 
As my friend Margaret pointed out, this poem is also about how we think we can outsmart death! 
 
The next poem captures that point in life when we let ourselves gradually realize that the death of someone we love 
and can’t imagine living without is inevitable. It’s also about how our roles change as our parents come to the end 
of their lives. 
 

Love and Death 
 
My dad is dying by inches / and I cannot stop / the momentum of his decline // I remember creeping at night / into 
their bedroom / always to his side of the bed // The man smell of him / stronger in the darkness / could dispel my 
nightmares / and the warmth of his body / decimated my fears // Now I clasp his hand / kiss his forehead / and hold 
his eyes / with my gaze // I have taken up his refrain: / I love you / I am right here / I am with you // Be not afraid 
 



Dad loved to travel, to be in or near the water, and to watch the Cowboys, the Mavericks, and his children and 
grandchildren play sports. He loved to strike up conversations with total strangers. As he aged, he had difficulty 
walking and his ability to hold conversations diminished too.  Over the last few months of his life, dad spent most of 
his time in either his lift chair, his hospital bed, or his wheelchair when he needed to move from one location to 
another. He slept often, going out of their apartment only for family events or doctor’s appointments. 
 
This next poem is about that point in a relationship with a dying parent when there’s nothing left to do for him, 
nothing that can be fixed. Like our Lenten journey, like the last night of Jesus’ life, we can’t stop the painful things 
we witness or make them turn out like we want; we’re asked simply to be there with those we love during what John 
Lewis calls ‘this difficult but holy time’.  

 
Enough 

 
It was easier / when we could / do something for you // Buy you movie tickets / or a blue lift chair / or the complete 
series / of Hawaii Five-0 on DVD // or invite you to join in / travelling to Italy / or Alaska or Hawaii //  
or take you out to dinner / or to a football game / or watch the basketball game with you / or talk to you on the phone 
// As the days pass / your strength / and energy dwindle / your voice gives out / and your mind can’t / sustain 
conversation // All the doing is stripped away // All that is left / is proximity / and attention / and touch // And it has to 
be enough 
 
This next poem is about the last time we see someone before their death.  Rarely do we know that the last time we 
see someone will actually be the last time; after their death, we look back on that moment, wonder what they knew, 
and how we would have responded any differently if we had known. 
 

The Last Time 
 
The last time I saw your face / your eyes were filled with tears / and your sadness at my departure / was so  deep / 
that the entire  lower part of your face / frowned a heartbreakingly / sad clown’s frown // You looked so distraught / 
that I made a promise / I could only hope to keep, / -‘We’ll see you again in three weeks’ // When I heard you were 
gone / I wondered if you had sensed / this good-bye would be our last / if you knew the end was near // Were you 
ready to leave / I wasn’t / Did you fear and sorrow  / the loss of us all // Or was every parting / another loss / another 
separation / a possible permanent disconnect // So you mourned them all 
 
The loss of my father has been transformative – it’s led me to realize more fully that I will die too and I have to live 
the life I have been given.  Daily I experience an increased gratefulness for the gifts of life, creativity, and the 
communities of which I’m a part.  This last poem describes the moment when my Lenten journey began to be an 
Easter story. 
 

Dust 
 
Unto dust you shall return //  The last time I saw him / he was on a metal gurney / his nakedness covered / with a 
machine quilted / blue blanket // His skin was soft yet chilled / a few shades lighter than in life / his facial muscles 
relaxed / and his lips pressed into / a thin line / as if he were thinking / or had just solved a vexing problem // That 
face now exists / only in pictures and memories // Yet // When my anger flares / at an injustice / When I strike up a 
conversation / with a total stranger / When I refuse to cede my point / in an argument / When I gently tease my 
daughter / or hold her hand / Or snuggle up to my husband / when times are hard //  
When I catch a glimpse / in the mirror / of my high, broad forehead / and smallish mouth / with the lips pressed / into 
a wry smile // I know that he lives on 
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